Your Cotton, Your Choice
producer owned, producer controlled
Our success is built on trust and integrity.
We will not forsake these values for growth.
The AQCA way is to grow one producer-member at a
time by serving their individual needs. It’s Your Choice:
Seasonal Pool: A member can turn marketing and pricing decisions over
to a full-time marketer by choosing the AQCA Seasonal Pool. The Seasonal
Pool seeks to balance risk with pricing decisions, to obtain a price that is
significantly better than members could obtain on their own. A 45-year
history of proven performance makes the Seasonal Pool the most popular
choice among members.
Forward Contracts: For those members who choose to make some, or all,
of their pricing decisions, AQCA will recommend the best contracts
available, explain those contracts and interpret market information, and
offer advice on contract pricing. AQCA will supply each member the level
of support they choose.
Recap Management: For any member who does not choose the Seasonal Pool or Forward Contract
options, AQCA will assist them to market their cotton as it is harvested. A “Recap” is a simple description
of the quality and quantity of bales to be sold. Recaps can be sold as a cash sale or as a loan equity. AQCA
will provide advice on Recaps to maximize return to the member.
LSA: If members prefer, AQCA will act as a Loan Servicing Agent to process their cotton into the
government loan and return the cotton to the member to market as they choose.
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AQCA Difference
AQCA is one of the leading cotton marketing cooperatives in the United States, having served the cotton
marketing needs of its members for over 40 years. In 1967, a small group of growers in central Alabama
saw the benefit of pooling high quality cotton in order to obtain higher prices. As a result of AQCA’s
success, membership has surpassed 1,000 producers in nine states from Texas to North Carolina.

AQCA distinguishes itself from other cooperatives in several ways.
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and discounts.
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impact on pricing.

We give you the freedom to influence the pricing of your cotton to the extent you choose.
In today’s environment, the numerous tasks of farming require you to prioritize your time and resources.
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growing the best crop possible. AQCA provides a team of experienced traders that dedicate 100% of their
time to marketing your crop in the global market place for the best price possible.
Through our alliance with Choice Cotton, AQCA furnishes members risk management services, trading
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Cotton, brings over 35 years of cotton marketing experience to guide his efforts at pricing Seasonal Pool
cotton and advising members who may choose to market through other options offered by AQCA.
Unique among cooperatives, AQCA
places emphasis on production.
By working closely with university
researchers and agribusiness
representatives, we serve as an
exchange for cotton production
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members’ returns by helping them
lower production costs, while
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relationship between management
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built on trust and integrity and
nurtured by strong communication.

